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CONTROVERSIAL HISTORICAL FIGURE  

ACCLAIMED GRAPHIC NOVEL 

LIFE-SIZED PUPPETS 

RustWerk  ReFinery  brings  audiences  a  live-action  puppet  version  of  Chester  Brown’s  seminal 
work, Louis Riel :  A Comic-Strip Biography.  A salute to Brown’s artistry, RustWerk’s puppets 
are right off the page – eerily naïve but remarkably evocative. This epic tale steams through early 
Canadian history, revealing a rugged and treacherous landscape both in life and politics. In this 
intrepid and irreverent look at some of our nation’s founders, Louis Riel :  A Comic-Strip Stage 
Play  is part adventure story, part history lesson, and a completely fascinating theatrical event.  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“…Louis Riel: A Comic-Strip Stage Play is a haunting yet funny 
look at a man whose life continues to defy lazy hagiography, 

popping out of our country’s history with colour and passion in the 
130 years since he walked to the gallows.”

- Sarah Deshaies, Cult Montreal
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SYNOPSIS 
  

 Riel sits in a courtroom; a judge stands ready to sentence him to death by hanging. He must 
plead  his  case  as  we  get  to  witness  an  important  piece  of  Canadian  history.   Louis  Riel  :   A 
Comic-Strip Stage Play, is a bold portrayal of a young Canada going through some of the most 
difficult growing pains ever.

Surveyors measure up the Red River Settlement and the settlers are worried that their land 
will be taken away by the English from the East. A call is made and a leader summoned. Louis Riel 
is thrust into leading the Métis people; bilingual, part Aboriginal, a devout Catholic and educated, 
he is born of all aspects of the Canadian frontier.

Meanwhile, Prime Minister Sir John A. Macdonald is busy worrying about a potential threat 
from the United States who want to annex the ‘untamed’ western lands that have not yet been 
fully settled by Europeans. He wants to see his dream of an expanded Canada and railroad all the 
way to the western frontier realized and the Métis are proving to be a real obstacle.

Over  several  years,  negotiations  continue  between  the  settlers  and  Ottawa.  The  Métis 
begin  to  organize  themselves  around  Louis  Riel  and  form  their  own  provisional  government. 
Pretty soon, as tempers flare, each side feels either betrayed, ignored or bothered by the other, 
and  battle  lines  are  drawn.  Louis  Riel  and  his  Métis  followers  arm themselves  and  the  Royal 
Canadian  Mounties  are  sent  to  the  settlement  to  suppress  a  rebellion.  Macdonald’s  railway 
becomes the Mounties’ vehicle for pushing west and eventually blood is spilled.

Several battles leave Métis and Mounties dead and eventually the embattled Riel is brought 
to trial. Despite having been elected to parliament multiple times by his people, despite his efforts 
to find a politically negotiated agreement, despite all that Riel believes as a devout Catholic, he is 
met  with  serious  accusations  and  is  eventually  tried  for  treason.  His  punishment  –  death  by 
hanging.

Jump  to  today  and  Riel’s  legacy  is  stil l  a 
conflicted  one.  Considered  by  many  as  a  father  of 
Manitoba,  complete  with  a  statue  in  front  of  the 
legislature, for others he is still a rebel. As conflicted 
as  this  story  is,  it  speaks  to  a  uniquely  Canadian 
dilemma; where a hero to some stands as a threat to 
others.   In  the  end  we  are  left  with  a  compelling 
Canadian tale.
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CHESTER  BROWN  (Graphic Novelist) 

Chester Brown was born in Montreal and grew up in the nearby suburb of Chateauquay. Brown 
has gone through several periods in his comics work. In the 1980s, he gained notice in alternative 
comics circles for the improvised, surreal, scatological Ed the Happy Clown. He followed this with 
revealing,  confessional  autobiographical  comics  in  the  early  1990s.  In  1991,  he  signed  on  with 
Drawn  &  Quarterly,  which  has  since  come  to  be  recognized  as  an  internationally  renowned 
publishing  house  of  literary  graphic  novels  and  art  books  from  around  the  globe.  Brown's 
historical-biographical graphic novel of rebel Métis leader Louis Riel was a surprise mainstream 
success in the early 2000s. In 2011, he released his controversial pro-prostitution polemic, Paying 
For It,  and in 2016, Mary Wept Over the Feet of Jesus,  the retelling in comics form of nine biblical 
stories that present Chester Brown’s fascinating and startling thesis about biblical representations 
of prostitution. 

THE GRAPHIC NOVEL 

Louis  Riel  :  A Comic-Strip  Biography  won Harvey Awards  for  Best 
Writer  and  Best  Graphic  Album  for  its  compelling,  meticulous, 
and dispassionate retelling of  the charismatic,  and perhaps mad, 
nineteenth-century Métis leader. Louis Riel was also nominated for 
Eisner,  Ignatz,  and  Libris  Awards;  featured  on  the  Globe  and 
Mail’s list of the 100 best books of the year, and Quill and Quire’s 
list  of the five best Canadian non-fiction books of the year;  and 
excerpted in the comics issue of McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern. 

RUSTWERK  REFINERY 

RustWerk ReFinery was founded in 2007 by Zach Fraser and Attila 
Clemann. Both playmakers work in all aspects of theatre, as directors, designers, teachers, performers 
and writers. RustWerk ReFinery is Zach and Attila’s forum for a rough and frayed theatrical aesthetic 
that reveals the glow of the inner human condition. The company toured the festival hit …and stockings 
for the ladies extensively from 2007 to 2013 throughout eastern and central Canada, as well as New York. 
Louis Riel : A Comic-Strip Stage Play is the company’s 2nd full-length production and has reached various 
corners of Canada and the USA.

ZACH  FRASER  (Stage Adaptation, Direction + Puppet Design ) 

Zach  is  a  Montreal-based  director,  actor,  puppeteer,  puppet  maker  and  teacher.  Directing  credits 
include original stage adaptations of Fifteen Dogs by André Alexis and Blindness by José Saramago (John 
Abbott College), META-nominated Love, Child by Anana Rydvald (Infinithéâtre), an original adaption 
of The Aeneid (META winner, Outstanding Indie Production, Talisman Theatre), …and stockings for the 
ladies (RustWerk/HGJT). Puppet designs include Astéroïde B-612 (La Roulotte), The Nisei & the Narnauks 
(Persephone) for which he won a META award for Outstanding Contribution to Theatre, MacBeth - 
Walking  Shadows  (Shakespeare  in  the  Ruff),  The  Heretics  of  Bohemia  (Scapegoat/Segal).  Recent 
performances include Mémoire  de  Lou  (Avant-Pays),  Province  (Talisman/Other Theatre),  The Game of 
Love & Chance (Canadian Stage/Centaur), Trench Patterns (Infinitheatre). Zach regularly teaches at  John 
Abbott College and the National Theatre School of Canada. Upcoming: An original creation with the 
2020 graduating class at the National Theatre School.
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PUPPETS  ARE  NOT  JUST  FOR  KIDS 
 - A Question of Style -  

Puppets  are  a  natural  extension  of  the  comic-strip 
world. The freedom offered by the medium sets the 
stage  for  rapid  shifts  in  time  and  place,  dozens  of 
charac te r s  and  wi ld  vo ices ,  f i lmic  sh i f t s  in 
perspective  and  even  elements  of  animation.  
Inspired  by  Chester  Brown’s  marvellous  artistry,  it 
was up to RustWerk to develop a strong new puppet 
style  and  aesthetic.  Zach  Fraser,  along  with  his 
collaborators came up with a system of 2 dimensional 
puppets  whose  simplicity  belies  their  capacity  for 
effective storytelling.  Just as readers were surprised at 
Chester Brown’s ability to infuse such a rich world into 
deceptively  simple  drawings,  so  too  do  RustWerk’s 
puppets play with our notions of what puppets can do. 
Don’t be fooled, these puppets are not just kids stuff.

THE  CREATIVE  TEAM 

Adaptation, Direction & Puppet Design - Zach Fraser 
French Translations - Manon St-Jules 
Plains Cree Translations - Blayne McLeod 
Dramaturge & Collaborator - Attila Clemann 
Performers - Jon Lachlan Stewart,  Anne Lalancette + Jocelyn Sioui 
Set Design - Romain Fabre 
Original Lighting Design - Luc Prairie   
Touring Lighting Design - Jon Cleveland
Original Music - Tristan Capacchione 
Production Manager - Tristynn Duheme 
Stage Manager - Claude Lemelin 
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“This innovation 
works.”

- Byron Toben, Westmount Mag
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PRODUCTION HISTORY & AWARDS 

Louis Riel: A Comic-Strip Stage Play had its full-length world premiere at Théâtre La Chapelle in 
Montreal, Quebec from February 25th to March 5th, 2016. Performed both in English and in French, the 
play also went by the title Louis Riel: Une bande-dessinée théâtrale. The production was presented in 
partnership with Festival de Casteliers, Montréal en Lumière, and Infinithéâtre.

Our 2016 run at La Chapelle was a critical and public success. The production won 3 Montreal English 
Theatre Awards (METAs) including:

• Outstanding Independent Production (RustWerk ReFinery)
• Outstanding Ensemble (Charles Bender, Cat Lemieux, Anne Lalancette, Jimmy Blais, Jon 

Lachlan Stewart)
• Outstanding New Text - Original or Adaptation (Zach Fraser)

The production was also nominated for 4 other METAs including:
• Outstanding Direction (Zach Fraser) 
• Outstanding Lighting Design (Luc Prairie)
• Outstanding Original Composition (Tristan Capacchione)
• Outstanding Contribution to Theatre (Zach Fraser - Puppet Design)

In 2017, at the request of la société historique de la Saskatchewan, Zach Fraser created a new 3-performer 
TYA version of the show. RustWerk commissioned Manon St-Jules to create a new French translation of 
the show with some dialogue in Plains Cree and ‘Creenglish’ by Blayne McLeod. A new tourable set was 
built by Attila Clemann and a complete tourable lighting kit was designed by Jon Cleveland. In 2018, we 
developed our strongest version to date, running at 70-minutes.

Recent outings include:
• Hudson Village Theatre, Quebec - Sept 2017

• 8 full-length (90 min) bilingual performances
• Batoche National Historic Site, Saskatchewan - Sept 2017

• 8 TYA French-language performances
• Théâtre Uiviit, Iqaluit, Nunavut - October 2017

• 3 TYA French-language performances
• École Secondaire Louis Riel, Montreal, Quebec - February 2018

• 5 TYA French-language performances
• Puppets in the Green Mountains Festival, Brattleboro/Putney, Vermont - Sept 2018

• 3 English-language performances in our newest 70-minute version

The development, production, translation and touring of Louis Riel: A Comic-Strip Stage Play was made 
possible through the generous support of :
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